This Happy Scene To Be Repeated Tonight

BIG CO-OP STORE IS PRESENTED TO GRAND COUNCIL

NEW PALTZ NINE TO BE GUEST OF JIMP-WINGS HERE

JUG MADE LARGER FOR MORE B'SN'S

YOUNG PEOPLE'S MAY DANCE TO BE VERY COLORFUL & GAY

ENJOYABLE TIME EXPECTED AT THE BIG SOCIAL EVENT

THE A.S.M.&S. CO. TO BUILD FATTY NEAR RIVER HERE

FLOUR GOODS AND SHOE STRING PLANT WILL EMPLOY THOUSANDS, SAYS MR. SPAGNOLI, PRESIDENT.

WATCH ANNANDALE GROW
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MRS. E. STEWARTS 8 NEW MEMBERS NAMED FAIREST ARE ELECTED FOR THE LOCALITY GRAND COUNCIL

Layer Edwards Awards Annandale Argus in Festive Gathering, Combining Drama and Song.

This is a story about the Layer Edwards Awards which were presented to Annandale Argus. The story mentions the election of new members and the festivities that took place.

BIG CO-OP STORE IS PRESENTED TO GRAND COUNCIL

The story mentions that a big co-op store is being presented to the Grand Council. There is no further information provided about this event.

NEW PALTZ NINE TO BE GUEST OF JIMP-WINGS HERE

The story mentions that New Palz is the guest of the Jimp-Wings here. There is no further information provided about this event.

JUG MADE LARGER FOR MORE B'SN'S

The story mentions that a jug is made larger for more B'sn's. There is no further information provided about this event.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S MAY DANCE TO BE VERY COLORFUL & GAY

The story mentions that young people's may dance to be very colorful and gay. There is no further information provided about this event.

ENJOYABLE TIME EXPECTED AT THE BIG SOCIAL EVENT

The story mentions that an enjoyable time is expected at the big social event. There is no further information provided about this event.

THE A.S.M.&S. CO. TO BUILD FATTY NEAR RIVER HERE

The story mentions that the A.S.M.&S. Co. is going to build a fatty near the river here. There is no further information provided about this event.

FLOUR GOODS AND SHOE STRING PLANT WILL EMPLOY THOUSANDS, SAYS MR. SPAGNOLI, PRESIDENT.

The story mentions that flour goods and shoe string plant will employ thousands, says Mr. Spagnoli, President. There is no further information provided about this event.

ANNANDALE PLAYS HOST TO GERMAN TEACHERS

The story mentions that Annandale plays host to German teachers. There is no further information provided about this event.

A WORK IN WIPING SHAKESPEARE'S "THE TAMING OF THE SHREW"

The story mentions that a work in wipping Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew" is being performed. There is no further information provided about this event.

DR. J. E. HARRY TO TEACH GREEK IN SUMMER SCHOOL

The story mentions that Dr. J. E. Harry is going to teach Greek in the summer school. There is no further information provided about this event.

MR. AND MRS. EDWARD L. McILWAIN TO ATTEND MEETING OF ANNANDALE AMERICAN SOCIETY

The story mentions that Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. McIlwain are going to attend a meeting of the Annandale American Society. There is no further information provided about this event.
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RETURN OF SPRING

SUNSHINE lights up the gardener's heart. Already in his mind he sees the glorious beauty of a splendid garden. It's all planned in a series of colored patches in the back, so keeping these colors within their allotted spaces, the bide will be the more beautiful. Plants, blue and white spires, are being chosen in the seedling room. (Continued from page 1)

ANNADELA’S INDUSTRIAL CENTER

O’ORTUNITY has been knock knock, on Annandale’s door, a little knock knock, on Annandale’s door; a little knock knock, on Annandale’s door. It’s time for us to be on the alert; it’s time for us to be on the alert; it’s time for us to be on the alert. We must answer the door, we must answer the door; we must answer the door.

SCHOOL CLOSES JUNE 5; BOYS SHOW ENTHUSIASM

JUG MADE FOR MORE BUSINESS

(Signed from page 1)

LIMP-WINGS BOW TO UPSALSA NINE BY 1-5 VICTORY

READER’S CORNER

JFR D. HANBMICK, President and Editor

Synopsis and summary of the editor’s review of previous issues. Written in advance of publication.
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Astor, learning that the laddies had the appealing New Field from the Jaymeier, New York, work of artists from the seventeenth past. This shows horses and carriages, Friday, let out.
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George Carverwright, Red Bank talent—driver, reports that he is better than ever before, and the fans seem to be more enthusiastic than ever. Mel McMillian, Red Bank talent—driver, has his eye on the Grand Prix. Mrs. Thompson, Red Bank Talent—driver, has her eye on the Grand Prix.

Mr. Pitts of the Red Bank beauty contest became his fiancée, Mary Cott, who is a very popular and widely advertised attraction at the present time. FRIDAY, MAY 18, 1933.
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